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64577

2004 Dom Perignon

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$140.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Lily-of-the-valley perfume and scents of lightly toasted brioche and almond rise from the glass of Moet’s 2004 Brut Dom Perignon, along
with hints of the apricot, pear and grapefruit that then inform a luscious and creamy yet strikingly delicate as well as consummately refreshing
palate. Sweet-saline savor of scallop – also already intimated in the nose – lends compulsive saliva-inducement to a ravishingly rarified
and persistent finish, joined by alkaline, nutty, liquid-floral, and nori seaweed notes for a performance of head-scratching subtlety and
intrigue." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

66073

2004 Veuve Clicquot La Grande Dame Silhouette Gift Box

$140.00

$120.00*

14%

"Sleek, with mouthwatering acidity and an aromatic base note of chalky minerality, this features well-meshed flavors of black currant pâte
de fruit, pastry, candied ginger and almond skin. The finely detailed, creamy mousse lends lasting finesse to the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 94pts

12510

2004 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon Estate

$140.00

N/A

N/A

"This is a dense, ruby/purple-tinged wine with full body, and despite the softness of the general vintage, Montelena has plenty of
structure...The wine has sweet tannin in a broad, flavorful, concentrated style with plenty of black currant, licorice, and spice. The wine is
beautifully textured, slightly more forward than most Montelena Cabernets tend to be. It is another beauty from probably the most consistent
winery for Cabernet Sauvignon over the last three decades." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

51650

2004 Veuve Clicquot La Grande Dame

$140.00

$120.00*

14%

"Very elegant, this is all in the details, offering precise and silky texture, mouthwatering acidity and a smoky, mineral undertow that enriches
flavors of patisserie pear, crystallized honey, kumquat and toasted almond. Offers a clean, citrus-tinged finish." - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 94pts

52803

2004 La Rioja Alta Ardanza Reserva

$29.99

N/A

N/A

This wine was named #22 of Wine Spectator's Top 100 Wines of 2013. "Cedar, tobacco and spice hints frame dried cherry, berry and vanilla
notes in this silky red. The flavors mingle nicely, framed by juicy acidity and light but firm tannins. The wine has a lovely, weightless intensity.
A fine example of the traditional style." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 94pts

40725

2004 Veuve Clicquot Gold Label Brut

$69.99

$64.99*

7%

"This fresh Champagne offers a lively bead and a smoky, mineral-tinged base note. Flavors of poached apple and pear, dried cherry, bread
dough and lemon zest lead to a finish of good intensity and length. Very zesty." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

66170

2004 Corte Pavone Brunello di Montalcino Riserva

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"Dark in color, with an amazing depth of ripe berries, cherry and red licorice on the nose. Full-bodied, with very soft, polished tannins on the
palate and a long, fruity finish. A friendly and cuddly riserva." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 95pts

31217

2004 Gaja Pieve Santa Restituta Brunello di Montalcino Rennina

$150.00

N/A

N/A

"This has beautiful intensity. Aromas of blackberry and dried mushroom follow through to a full body, with silky, refined tannins and a long
aftertaste of bright fruit. Juicy and delicious on the intense finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

31538

2004 Heitz Cabernet Sauvignon Martha's Vineyard

$150.00

N/A

N/A

"Shows hints of maturity, with chocolate mint, cherry and currant flavors that are intense yet elegant, balanced and stylish. Full-bodied, firm
and focused, this is complex and concentrated without being heavy, offering the wine's classic style and personality." - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 93pts

60957

2004 Azelia Barolo San Rocco

$650.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2004 Barolo San Rocco, from a vineyard in Serralunga, is an explosive, structured wine bursting with black cherries, violets, menthol
and tar. Full-bodied and ample on the palate, it possesses outstanding balance and an utterly engaging personality that makes it an absolute
joy to taste. The San Rocco is always the most complete of the Azelia Barolos, and it is a wine I seek out in nearly every vintage." - Reviewed
by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

60953

2004 Azelia Barolo San Rocco

$275.00

N/A

"The 2004 Barolo San Rocco, from a vineyard in Serralunga, is an explosive, structured wine bursting with black cherries, violets, menthol
and tar. Full-bodied and ample on the palate, it possesses outstanding balance and an utterly engaging personality that makes it an absolute
joy to taste. The San Rocco is always the most complete of the Azelia Barolos, and it is a wine I seek out in nearly every vintage." - Reviewed
by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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39916

2004 Perrier Jouet Fleur de Champagne Flute Gift Set

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$130.00

N/A

N/A

"Elegant, with lovely texture and focused, lively acidity. Flavors of currant, candied lemon zest, honey and white peach lead to the creamy,
biscuit-tinged finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

39309

2004 Muga Prado Enea Gran Reserva

$59.99

N/A

N/A

"An intensely perfumed nose displays cherry-cola, cassis, licorice and woodsmoke, with a sexy floral quality and very good focus. Juicy,
penetrating dark fruit flavors are given spine by tangy acidity and pick up bitter chocolate and spicecake nuances with air. Supple tannins add
shape to the very long, sappy, smoke-accented finish. This is still a baby." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 94pts

67551

2004 Cune Imperial Gran Reserva

$400.00

N/A

N/A

This wine was named #1 on Wine Spectator's Top 100 Wines of 2013. "Firm and a bit austere, this red shows depth and drive, with chewy
tannins supporting plum, tobacco, licorice and mineral flavors. The structure is solid but the wine remains fresh. Maturing now, this has a long
life ahead." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 95pts

57054

2004 Isole e Olena Vin Santo

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"Deep amber-yellow. Sexy, kaleidoscopic nose combines exotic tropical fruits, chestnut honey, raisin, dried fig, caramel and a musky iodine
note. Then sharply delineated and penetrating on the palate in spite of its honeyed sweetness, with superb acidity giving spine to the dried
fruit and ripe citrus flavors. This wonderfully vibrant yet thick and rich Vin Santo coats the mouth on the long, smooth finish. Great stuff." Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 94pts

29241

2004 Scavino Barolo Carobric

$495.00

N/A

N/A

"Scavino’s 2004 Barolo Carobric comes across as classic in its expression of violets, black cherries, minerals and sweet toasted oak. It
too offers gorgeous inner sweetness to its fruit, but it is more focused and less concentrated than the other 2004 Barolos. This is a beautifully
proportioned, vibrant Barolo that is sure to find many admirers. Carobric is made from a blend of Rocche di Castiglione, Bric del Fiasc and
Cannubi This bottling has often suffered an identity crisis among the single-vineyard wines in the lineup but in recent years its personality has
gradually begun to show its potential." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

59660

2004 Dom Perignon Jeff Koons Limited Edition

$180.00

N/A

N/A

"There's a sense of tension paired with grace in this deftly balanced version, with a rich and smoky vein of minerality underscoring the flavors
of poached apple, honey, financier and sun-dried black cherry, showing hints of roasted almond, coffee liqueur and ground spice." Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 95pts

310356

2004 Bruno Giacosa Barbaresco Santo Stefano

$195.00

N/A

N/A

"Giacosa's 2004 Barbaresco Santo Stefano is a superb wine. Sweet, floral, mentholated aromatics meld into an expressive core of ripe fruit,
with superb length and elegant tannins to round out the finish. Made in a more linear style than the Asili and Rabaja, it doesn-t possess the
expansiveness of those two wines, but it does reveal tremendous depth, harmony and balance. This pure, sweet, long Barbaresco is the best
Santo Stefano in years." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

284051

2004 Domaine Jean Louis Chave Hermitage

$195.00

N/A

N/A

"This red offers a gorgeous beam of currant and fig paste, surrounded by ample supple tannins and notes of coffee, worn leather, violet,
licorice snaps and iron. The long, rich finish has nice detail now, but better to cellar this for maximum effect." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator 95pts

264397

2004 Chateau Pontet Canet

$150.00

N/A

N/A

"Shows beautiful aromas of crushed berries and currant, with hints of mineral. Full-bodied, with lovely currant, licorice and mint. Long and
caressing. Very refined and balanced. Another winner from Pontet-Canet." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

54298

2004 Pecchenino Barolo Le Coste

$69.99

N/A

"Ripe plum, verging on prune, with coffee and dark chocolate character. Full-bodied, with soft tannins that are very velvety and caressing.
Chewy and concentrated. Sneaks up on you. A superb debut Barolo from Piedmont's best Dolcetto producer." - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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51733

2004 Joseph Perrier Cuvee Josephine

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$140.00

N/A

N/A

"Shows fine balance and texture, with a light chalkiness adding some structure to hints of white peach, apple tarte Tatin, ground ginger and
lemon pound cake. Spice and floral notes linger on the clean-cut finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

264392

2004 Chateau Pavie Decesse

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"The dense ruby/purple-colored 2004 offers smoky creme de cassis, kirsch liqueur, crushed rock, and spring flower aromas. Opulent,
flamboyant, rich, dense, and lavishly endowed, it possesses enough fruit and glycerin to nearly conceal its elevated tannin." Reviewed by
Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

25869

2004 Costanti Brunello di Montalcino Riserva

$125.00

N/A

N/A

"Reveals impressive richness in its wild cherries, sweet herbs, spices, minerals and tobacco that meld with a high-toned bouquet. This
gorgeous, medium to full-bodied Brunello blossoms on the palate as intricate layers of fruit continue to emerge with a wonderful classiness.
The long, harmonious finish leaves a lasting impression. This is a terrific effort from Costanti." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

264440

2004 Chateau Mouton Rothschild

$4,500.00

N/A

N/A

"Beautiful aromas of crushed berries and chocolate, with hints of Indian spices. Full-bodied, with silky, velvety tannins and a long, caressing
finish. A lovely wine for the vintage." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

56749

2004 Bollinger La Grande Annee

$135.00

N/A

N/A

"Firm, with well-cut acidity and a fine texture, this is aromatic, delivering a skein of ground spice and graphite notes that mesh seamlessly
with the flavors of black currant, black cherry, toasted almond, financier, honey and smoky mineral. Offers a long, mouthwatering finish." Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 94pts

264640

2004 Chateau Pontet Canet

$79.99

N/A

N/A

"Shows beautiful aromas of crushed berries and currant, with hints of mineral. Full-bodied, with lovely currant, licorice and mint. Long and
caressing. Very refined and balanced. Another winner from Pontet-Canet." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

26847

2004 Ridge Monte Bello

$295.00

N/A

N/A

"Smoky cherry and cassis aromas are complicated by wilted rose, cured meat, licorice and sexy oak spices. Lush and creamy in texture,
offering well-delineated red- and blackcurrant flavors, good dusty tannic grip, and a sweet, expansive finish. Impressively deep and chewy,
but good mineral lift keeps everything in check." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 93pts

38505

2004 Silver Oak Cabernet Sauvignon Napa Valley

$1,975.00

N/A

N/A

"Musky aromas of cassis, licorice, game, tobacco leaf and subtle brown spices. Velvety-sweet and deep, with hints of tobacco leaf, mint and
herbs giving definition to the middle palate. Nicely bright but youthfully tight wine, finishing with broad tannins." Reviewed by Stephen Tanzer.
- Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

264488

2004 Chateau Pavie

$350.00

N/A

N/A

"Exhibits an inky/ruby/purple color, a surprisingly soft, forward style for this hallowed terroir, full-bodied, and concentrated creme de cassis
flavors intermixed with cherries, truffles, and subtle smoky wood notes. Beautifully-textured as well as expansive." Reviewed by Robert
Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

62292

2004 Chateau Cheval Blanc

$2,950.00

N/A

N/A

"Intense aromas of tar, blackberry and wet earth, with just a hint of tobacco and flowers. Full-bodied, chewy and long. Extracted, yet turns
caressing and velvety in texture. Broad-shouldered and muscular for this estate." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 94pts

12436

2004 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon Estate

$935.00

N/A

N/A

"This is a dense, ruby/purple-tinged wine with full body, and despite the softness of the general vintage, Montelena has plenty of
structure...The wine has sweet tannin in a broad, flavorful, concentrated style with plenty of black currant, licorice, and spice. The wine is
beautifully textured, slightly more forward than most Montelena Cabernets tend to be. It is another beauty from probably the most consistent
winery for Cabernet Sauvignon over the last three decades." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

39907

2004 Marques de Murrieta Castillo Ygay Gran Reserva Especial

$66.99

N/A

"It is a fragrant, enticing, already complex offering that will continue to evolve in the bottle for several more years. Rich, savory, and ripe, this
beautifully balanced wine will also have a 30+ year lifespan. It will be a pleasant task to compare these 2 great vintages side-by-side once
they have peaked in another 10-15 years." 92-95 pts. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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264694

2004 Chateau Pape Clement

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$295.00

N/A

N/A

"This brilliant blend of 54% Cabernet Sauvignon and 46% Merlot (which was harvested very late) reveals complex aromas of lead pencil
shavings, burning embers, black currants, cherries, and blackberries as well as a subtle smoky charcoal component. Medium to full-bodied
and spicy with sweet tannin and an opulent, fleshy personality, it is a terrific effort from this great Pessac-Leognan vineyard." Reviewed by
Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

283002

2004 Guigal Cote Rotie La Mouline

$325.00

N/A

N/A

"Exotic bouquet of red berries, cherry, minerals and baking spices. Silky and sweet, offering fresh raspberry and cherry-cola flavors, suave
tannins and gentle violet pastille and graphite qualities. Very elegant and impressively understated, with enticing juiciness on the finish. "This
wants to be Burgundy," noted Guigal." 94-95 pts. - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 94pts

26383

2004 Ramey Cabernet Sauvignon Larkmead

$495.00

N/A

N/A

"Inky ruby. Strong tobacco- and herb-accented cassis and cherry aromas, with an underpinning of graphite. Elegant and spicy in the mouth,
with energetic red and dark berry flavors and firm, youthful tannins. This possesses impressive power but there's also a sense of restraint,
suggesting that it will repay cellaring." Reviewed by Stephen Tanzer. - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

66336

2004 Laurent Perrier Brut Vintage

$53.99

N/A

N/A

"Light, bright yellow. Vibrant citrus fruit and floral aromas are complicated by notes of buttered toast, smoky minerals and iodine. Sappy and
precise, offering intense Meyer lemon and pear flavors complemented by a deeper-pitched suggestion of honey. Spicy notes linger on the
finish, which shows excellent clarity and smoky persistence." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

51769

2004 Bertani Amarone

$115.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2004 Amarone della Valpolicella Classico is flat-out gorgeous. The 2004 is a superb, elegant Amarone graced with expressive dark red
fruit, flowers, tobacco and spices, all supported by finessed, silky tannins. Sweet roses, tar and licorice are woven into the layered, sublime
finish. Deceptively medium in body, the 2004 has the stuffing to age well for decades. This is a terrific showing from Bertani." - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 94pts

257819

2004 Louis Roederer Blanc de Blancs

$94.99

N/A

N/A

"Mineral-accented aromas of lemon, orange peel, jasmine and chamomile, with a touch of pear skin adding depth. Juicy citrus flavors show a
silky quality, with spice and floral notes adding complexity. Gains flesh and sweetness with air and finishes with excellent clarity, cut and
chalky persistence. This is balanced to age." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

50171

2004 Henri Goutorbe Special Club

$77.99

N/A

N/A

"Light, bright gold. Deeply pitched aromas of pear skin, redcurrant and rhubarb, with musky herbal and floral nuances adding complexity.
Sappy, penetrating red berry and orchard fruit flavors show excellent depth, with notes of lemon rind and chalky minerals providing lift. A
smoky quality comes up with air and carries through the long, powerful finish. Offers an impressive blend of richness and energy." Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 93pts

56680

2004 Gaston Chiquet Brut Millesime

$59.99

N/A

N/A

"(60% pinot noir and 40% chardonnay, aged for six years on its lees): Bright yellow. Complex aromas of dried pear, blood orange, iodine and
white flowers. Densely packed, spicy and complex, showing very good energy to its citrus, mineral and floral flavors. This deep but energetic
Champagne finishes firm and smoky, with strong suggestions of minerals and pear skin." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

49252

2004 Badia a Coltibuono Vin Santo Occhio di Pernice

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2004 Vin Santo del Chianti Classico Occhio di Pernice emerges from the glass with an intriguing array of smoke, licorice, honey,
scorched earth and tar, all of which add considerable complexity to the fruit. This is an exotic, full-throttle style of Vin Santo, but there is more
than enough freshness to balance some of the wine’s more opulent leanings. From time to time the volatile acidity (always present in
sweet wines) sticks out a bit, which is the only thing that keeps the score from going higher." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

43775

2004 Trimbach Gewurztraminer Ribeaupierre

$39.99

N/A

"A rich, layered wine, presented in a lissome, elegant package. Fresh, with a subtle juiciness and initial flavors of ripe yellow apple, dried
apricot, almond and candle wax that are accented by smoke, spring blossom, fennel seed and candied citrus peel. Intriguing and
well-integrated, with a long, lingering finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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52947

2004 Chateau Musar

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"This is a rather civilized, laid back Musar. The complicated aging process is best described by the winery: “The wines spent nine months
in cement vats and then a year in French Nevers oak barrels and the final blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsault and Carignan rested for
another nine months in vats before being bottled?“ The winery describes this as a once-in-a-decade vintage where a heat wave caused
notable increases in sugar content in a short time. I sometimes find that is a dangerous description of vineyard conditions with many risks for
a winery, but it seems to have turned out well. If you’re comparing, it adds two layers of depth to the 2007 Hochar, although it is quite
elegant and graceful in its own right. Most importantly, it has more of an obvious backbone even though it is late-released. Its balance,
combining the nice fruit, elegant mid-palate, persistent finish and backbone, gives it a tightly wound, precise and focused demeanor. The
tannins are not completely integrated, but not overly hard. They provided some welcome grip and vibrancy and never overwhelmed the wine.
In the long run, they should serve this wine in good stead. Overall, it is an exceptionally graceful, somewhat modern and restrained Musar,
bright, with that silky texture I saw in the Hochar reviewed this issue, while adding those layers of concentration. The cherry on top is the
intensity of fruit flavor – bursts of delicious and juicy fruit on the finish, admittedly nuanced by some of the gamey notes I see here so often.
Call it raspberry flavored, though, because the fruit is delicious. The gamey notes were in fact moderate and, at least for my taste, not an
issue. As this rather subtle Musar aired out, I liked it more and more. I’ve had Musars that were bigger, burlier, more rustic and more
astringent. Here, the subtle start was unremarkable, but it gathered steam, showed remarkable finesse and then won me over. This will
certainly do better with food." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

50976

2004 Gaja Conteisa

$150.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2004 Langhe Conteisa, from vineyards in La Morra, is especially dark-toned and rich in this vintage. Made in an uncharacteristically
weighty, opulent style for this wine, it reveals plenty of ripe dark fruit, spices, new leather, licorice and tar. With air it gradually turns more
feminine and delicate, yet it remains a gorgeous, sumptuous wine of outstanding pedigree." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

46125

2004 Conde de Valdemar Gran Reserva

$28.99

N/A

N/A

"Made in a traditional style, it is already beginning to show aromatic complexity from its extended aging. Cedar, leather, Asian spices,
incense, black cherry, and blackberry lead to a rich, elegant, plush wine in the style of the superb 2004 vintage. Flavorful, stylish, and
lengthy, it will continue to blossom with several more years of cellaring and drink well through 2024." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 91pts

50174

2004 Vilmart Coeur de Cuvee Brut

$140.00

N/A

N/A

"Light, bright gold. Exotic aromas of poached pear, smoky minerals and iodine are complemented by a sexy floral nuance. On the palate,
incisive, tangy flavors of candied citrus and orchard fruits, ginger and minerals gain flesh and weight with air. Finishes on a seductively sweet
note, with outstanding juicy persistence and strong mineral cut and grip." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 95pts

59569

2004 Bruno Paillard Brut Assemblage

$69.99

N/A

N/A

(47% pinot noir, 42% chardonnay and 11% pinot meunier): Vivid yellow-gold. Heady, highly perfumed scents of poached pear, nectarine and
white flowers, with a talc-y mineral overtone. Juicy and broad on entry, then tighter in the middle, offering penetrating citrus and orchard fruit
flavors and a hint of iodine. Sexy floral and honey qualities linger on the lush, expansive, clinging finish." - Reviewed by: International Wine
Cellar - 93pts

51732

2004 Joseph Perrier Vintage Blanc de Blancs

$99.99

N/A

"Hints of marzipan and bread dough mix with flavors of apple gelée, blood orange, crushed almond and mulling spices in this juicy
Champagne, which is supple overall, with fine integration and texture and an aromatic finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

